
Bennett-working flack for 'ughes, interviewed by Nevin 5/15/75 afte:. backgroubdihg 
by me by phone. 	Backgrounder only. 
CIA doublecrossed him by not telling him of WH flap. 
Ualims he is not Beep Throat. 
When he took over Mullen two Mexican operations, one illicit. It was eliminated. 
Mullen did not launder money. Another unnamed (CIA by inference) company did. 
His "handle" Ervin meant no more than that he had a friend who was a friend of 
Ervin's who would (and did ) tell Ervin Mullen is an honorable man. Ervin said to 
have said probably not need as witness. 
1 ullen prepared with answers to all questions. Kevin says one of the sharpest 
he has ever met. 
He volunteered nothing but what it served his interest to say. He avoided much 
and did not volunteer the essential about the agency's clients or his personal 
WH relations. 
While he did not know that Agee had defected, denies Agee's account of the laundering. 
Seems improbable he was not told, as CIA's records indicate. 
Gave name Singapore operative. Filled in some blanks in published material, with 
names. 
In only office second floor Encinada offices that has no name on door. 

If there was a major hughes/CIA operations. domestic, foreign or both, of 
which Bennet was part or of which he knew, Hughes keeping him going and in a job 
is a way of keeping him on ice - silently aside from the silence self-interest 
requires. 
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Justice Department Reversal 

Stubborn U.S. Jui 
Las Vegas 

The Department of Justice 
lidded to a Nevada Federal 
(Iraq  Jury yesterday and 
permitted the indictment of 

)Toward R. Hughes, the re-
ve industrialist, on the 

charge that he and his asso-
ciates manipulated s to k 
markets to cut the price he 
paid when he bought Air 
West Airlines in 1968. 

Only a day before the 
grand jury had balked when 
i t was asked to indict 
Hughes' associates but not  

k
to indict the billionaire him-
self. 

Those who were Indicted 
yesterday 	along wit h 
Hughes are Robert A. Ma-
heu, once Hughes' manager 
here: Chester C . Davis, 
chief counsel of Surma Cor-
poration, a Hughes holding 
company, and David Char-
n e y, film producer and 
Ring-lime friend of Hughes. 

Sources who would not be 
quoted by name said that 
the Securities and Exchange 
Commission s t a f f notified 
the Department of . Justice 

Indicts Hughes 
yesterday that a civil action 
would b e filed against 
Hughes if no criminal ac-
tions were brought in the Air 
West matter. 

This would have the effect 
ei unveiling the evidence 
that has been gathered to 
substantiate the contention 
that federal statutes were 

' when Hughes pur-
chased Air West, a regional 
air line. on Dec. 31, 1968. 

For si.ihatever reason. offi• 
of the Justice Depart-

lent i n Washington re-
ersed their position, and 

:.'eAterday summoned t h e 
grand jury back into ses-
sion_ 

Also. control of the presen-
tat::171 of the new indictment 
..vus restored to V. DeVoe 
Heaton, U.S. attorney for 
Nevada. 	• 

After Heaton recently ob-
jeaaed vigorously t o the 
Washington decision that 
Haghes was not to be a 
defendant, he was forced by 
his superiors to withdraw 
from the case and to turn It 

.Over to one dills assistants. 
The grand jury balked 

when his assistant, Dean 
Vernon, presented the in- 

• • 
di c tment for voting Moseley. . 

No spokesman for thaDep 
partment of Justice has 
been willing to explain dsw• 
ing the last week why om 
dais in Washington were ad-
arrant that flughea not b, 
indicted. 

\

. 
Late last year Justb3eD114 

partment officials. 
an indictment the/ 
Hughes. That 

Mudge on January Virl. 
;was dismissed by a 
M 
being badly drawn. Si;,_ 
months w a s allowed fof ''' 
reindictnient and that -terra 
expired last night. 

New York rksme 

-11r atelerierviaereplignellr'' 
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JUL 1 0 1974 

No Indictment 
In Hughes Case 

Las 1 r ■g4ts 

1 	Iecier::l 	i'i dial 	Itir 	iv- 
Iitsr,( ■ e:;!...-, rild 	to vuic. ;01 
indic:uien; !hat it as special-
I:. (trio.% it li. 1 lepartment of 
Justice onicIals in W ashing-
ton will the intention of ex-
.•:iiiniil.; li(iward ii. Iltiuties. 

I

Vie •.el.ltisive industrialist. 
',ruin a list of defendants. 

• 

 

The lucid I 's 	atturne■ . 
w;t1 h‘01 iihreted In lea% .r, 2 

.11:ighes oil lie intir.:1Theal. 
V,  ii!..i. DM .allowed 1-.1!... his r_lipi.... 
pd.. Iii present it,,.. ri-dro s,. n 

,• _-'1.Tharges to the ',.!1 and Hp. 
W idle the 1.incilage of the 

indictment was not known. 
as general piwilo.;e wa...i to 
supplant One voted last De-
cember .31 and subsequently 
dismissed by a judge as ha v-

ii ing been 'faultily executed. 

Hughes and a group ut 1.1:S. 
employees and associates 

iwere all named a s co;  

conspirators in the earlier 
indictrtient. The indictment 

I

.i,turned down yesterday was 
offered 10 the same grand 
jury. 

U.S.7 	Attorney V. DeVue  
'Renton would not say wheth-
e r 	farther consideration 
wo;!..t op .grven again today 

:-.ik. NI 	',! ■ !.,.. Ion 	iich ..onsider 
iiii,.n e -.,pives 

1, spultesinatt lo: the De-
.. i. A fin le hl oi Justice said in 
VV..{..l.iigion that the depart - 

$3lietil v■ t.ill■l make 114) coin. 
nietil ilii1A1 the matter 16 re-
>rik eti The spokesman hint-

, ed that further evidence 
v.,;old lie presented to the 

.1tiry 

11 was not kno.A 
were listed on the tridtc1.- 
went the jury rejected yes-
terday. Last year's list, .n 
atIrlittun to Hughes. included 
Robert A_ Niaheil once man-
ager of the Hughes proper- I 
Lies in Nevada, now no long-
er connected with Hughes. 
l'hestet 	Davis. chiel 
counsel ol the Surrirna Corp.. 
the tinglie ,-, holdibr4 corn P;.1 -  
le! 	Ft. Cliarne:. a 
rillh krodocer and lonc , tooe 
triend 	III 	1114211es 	and 
llut lit 	rt,:t1 estate ext 
Hilbert Nall. 

The earlier Indic 
charged the live 
conspired to beat 
price of Air Wrist airline 
stock before Hughes bought 
the company. and with hay-
ing coerced reluctant direc-
tors of the a Mile to a:zrce to• 
the sale. 

T h e earlier indietin 
came atter an investigation' 
by the staff of the Securities 
and Exchange Commission 
into the Air West ptirchases. 
a n d resulted from 
plaints by stockhoi&rs 
felt they had been cheatei 

(her the last ,A-F,;1‘. 

hecortte linot% pi .hr 1t 
ton that die 
ment and I 
la ,, i!erheads u er 
ilictment. (it 	I I 
week inforiiied sources Ili 
said Heaton had been 
moved from handling the 
case. which was then turned: 

over to a member "  
to 	lean Vernon . 

-qerday 	Nvtulo 	r h e 
grand jury ',let with Vernon 
Heat 	vo as in his office 
worldni.  on other matteri. 

nit: I JIM... 
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((wad up V/t //ailat, k ("mmd-c; 

Mexico, which figured innocently in all three major political assassinations has 

a Watergate involvement in which that country again is innocent. 

Young Crispin Curiel Gonzalez died in a small-town jail, alleged y hanging himself, 

after fleeing the United States and speaking about a conspiracy to assassinate '''obert F. 

Kennedy. James Earl Hay, who is accursed of killing Dr. 1.artin. Luther jKing, is said to 

have smuggled into and put of eexico and to have lived there for several months. 

Lee Harvey Oswald, officially designated the assassin of John F. Kennedy, was in 

Mexico for a short period the end of Sertember and the beginning of October 1963. The 

first few days of this period coincides with the last few of a several month ter 'Aunt tour 
fourth 

of duty as acting CIA station chief, accord to Cumpuisive Spy. This was Hunt's titimit 

known Mexican assignment. Thu first grainamigmaxitkxkias was in the early 1950s, when 

Buckley worked for CIA under him;,,Next the mid-50s when he was part of everthroletin the 

Guatemalan government. His first cover assignment for the bay of Pigs, dating to 1960, 

was in Mexico. Hunt was very well connected there, as he describes in Give Us This DO, 

the circles of coneections including the police. 

On page 63, without mentioning the country, he writes about how he hid fa $115,000 

a month the CIA was spending through him on the to-be government-in-exile. He was afraid 

the money would be hi-jacked from him or the Cuban treasurer, so instead of taking it in 

cash it "was arranged through a series of foreign banks." Or, cleansed of connection, 

hence, "laundered." 

The beginning of the week immediately after the break-in at 1Jemocratic headquarters, 

the serially-numbered $100 bills had been traced to Barker's Miami bank account and thence 
Banco Internacionale 

to checkedrawn on the/account of an aging corporation lawyer, Manuel Ogarrio Daguerre. At 

this point in the investigation, aside from internal pressures on the FBI not too its 

job tremenduous White House pressure was applied, with Nixon himself directing that the 

FBI not investigate the Mexican connection, allegedly in order not to disclose secret 

CIA "national security operations. 



There never was any real investigation of thi Mexican)CREEP-Nixon-Hunt/Barker ee- 
aun ering of secret Nixon cash. Barker skimmed a fel(thfrom the two 

clandestine contributions, $89,000 from Gulf Resources and Chemical Carporation, of 

Houston, Texas, and %25,000 said to have been collected by hinnesotan Dwayne Andreas, 
A.11" 

who gave to to CREEP's mid-west finance chairman Kenneth W. Dahlberg, who gave it to 

CREEP national finance chairman Maurice Stahl, who eventually gave it to Liddy, who did 

no take it to the bank on the street-floor level of the 1700 Pennsylvania Avenue .9uilding 
in which CREEP's offices were. 

Andreas, a soybean oil tycoon, haei been strong for Swnator Hubert i!Amphrey until 

this election, had contributed heavily to his campaigns, and during this campaign was seen 
often at liepublicaniialas with prominent republican personalities. These connections and 
appearances were well re rted. What was ignored, in the papers and in the official in writin:  
investigations, was contained in a duly 6, 1972 letter from Deputy Director, Central 
Intelligence General Vernon A. Walter to Pat U-ray,"On inza 28 June the Director of 

Cenral Intelligence also informed you orally regarding our information concerning Mr. 

Kenneth Harry Dahlbel. The last recorded contact of the Age cy eith M . Dahlberg was 
4,  00 

j 1 if fCr)  
in May le 1961." (9E3852). 1? iNt 1,„( 14-14 	I )  up g.i4i a c.f 	a 

st 
It was oral, so there are no original records. And May 1961 was the month after the 

disaster of the iiay of Pigs. 

Provocative that this connection with the Mexican connection was never fully gt5-)(1/4-1 	aele) investigated, minor 	't may ben  comparedto the rest of what was by=passed in all the . - 
investigations. 

That there may once have been the intent to either expose opliearn enough to cover ik 
Hunt's "exican connections and part of what he was doing out there with Jackson was briefly 
and inconspicuously in the press just before the aborted trial of the original seven defendants, 
of whom hunt and the Cubans entered guilty pleas at the last mine and minute and did not .04'.  
stand trial. 

None of the Hunt story about Jackson makes sense. It is an improvised cover for some- 
thing else. However, if true, there was no need for the prosecutors to have any interest 
in Jackson becauss aunt's absence from Washington was not a charge in the indictment and 



it was not connected. with any charge. 4'onetheless, at the end of a Washington Post story 

of January 9, 1973 devoted to the top republicans who were to be called as trial witnesseaa  

there is this reference to Hunt"old friend" of CIA days, the clandestine agent turned 

Los Angeles lawyer: 

"Among the new names the witness list bnings into the case are those of Morton B. 
Jackson, his secretary, Esther C. Kirby, and a former receptionist for his firm, Mary 

t31111.  'In an interview with The Washington Post last month 4ackson said that he had 
acted as an attorney for aunt and Liddy. He declined to discuss the nature of that legal 
relationship. 

Claiming en attorney-client relationship makes silence possible because that 

relationship is priveleged. Jackson was Hunt's lwalifornia attorney at most and Hunt had 

no need for a California attorney unless he was going to fight eppected extradition. ione 

of this would have been pas ible had hunt not gone there for no apparent reason. Liddy 

was there for a day only. For what did he need an attorney? This was the Oft-used dodge 

to hide what the lawyers knew. rejected repeatedly in court and in open hearings as no 

more than a tame transparent subterfuge. It is a pseudo-legal way pf hiding the incriminating; 

This also indicates that prior to Jackson's name being added to the witness list 

there had been leaks to the Post with which it had been able to do nothing. 
Watergate 

"Sources close to theAinvestigation said that Miss l!emildiagDenburg told the FBI that 
Jackson was involved in a complicated corporate arrangement that was used to pay for 
services provided to the Committee for the Re-Election of the President. 

"In a later interview Jackson flatly denied this as 'totally untrue,' saying the 
sole sourceA is Miss Denburg...she was not in a position to know and she had no access to 
such information.' 

"Sources say that the FBI reports statebthat hunt stayed with Jackson in Los Angeles 
for about a week after June 17 when Hunt dropped from sight and was sought by 150 FBI agents. 

Jackson declined to discuss this or a trip he took to klexico City during hunt's 
reported visit in June./" 

. 
The version appearing elsewhere is that unt and Jahkson both made a short trip to 

Mexico City. The quoted story contains Jackson's confirmation of a trip to Mexico City, 

not a denial of it. 

This appears in no version of Hunt's non-mysterious disappearance. It was of no 

interest at all to any of the Congressional investigations and when the Watergate committee._. 

ct  
.0- 

questioned 'Aunt and he was asked about ckson (9E3690,3698,57540783) there was no interest 

in this trip despite the fact that the ammittee supposedly was investigating the Mexican 

laundry as part of its investigation. 



insert on Jackson, azter m.s trip to Hexico 

Extra alpaca: 

If none of Hunt's story about L'ackson makes sense it is because that story was a 

cover never pried by any official investigation. The slightest probing should have 

fluttered those photogenic eyebrows violently. 
a probe as is 

Slight/u consulting the Who's Who of lawyers, the tiartindale-Hubbell directory, 

it is, at the least, uote interesting. 

Jackson is the senior partner of a new firm, Jackson, Goodstein, 1:31mler, Copes, 

Croskey & Smith, of 1901 Avenue of the Stars, Suite 1651. All the partners are listed 

as still living and active. 

Jackson was born at iievil6s Lake, North Dakota, on ''uly 17,R 1921. He was educated 

at Harvard, took his law degree at the University of ''outhern California I in 1948 and 

was admitted to the California bar in 1949. lie thus was of military age in World War II 

but lists no military service although his education was delayed by something, making him He is a Lieutenant Commander in the Haval Reserve, "etired. 
28 yrars old when he took and passed the bar examinations. / 

until 1957 
His biography is void, absolutely blank, until 1954, when he lists employment/not 

in Southeast Asia but in Geneva, Switzerland, on the Intergovernmental Committee for 

European Migration, an ideal nest for a spook if there ever was one. ';ihether or not he 

was, this biography has him executive assistant to the director for the entire period. 

elle 

A better spot for a spook there could not b in it. He was thereafter with the Depart- 

ment of Justice, Immigration and Natur 	ervice, in 1958 and 1959, it says. And in 1962 

he became a member of the National Panel of the American Arbitration Association. Except 

for a few professional memberships of which unlike his partners the dates are not given, 

this is his entire legal history prior to establishing his firm on a date also not given. 
when 

Whether or not it is meaningful - andm meaning does seem fairly certain milk the 
of others 

consistency of voids in biographies coincidiag with CIA service- what one would expect to 

find from Hunt's story is totally absent. Jackson is not a criminal lawyer nor is he the 

kind of lawyer from whom one would seek a recorzendation in finding a specialist in 

criminal law. This is the account of the firm's practise: 



3 19 
	Jackson inserts 

"General Corporation, Corporate Securities, Labor, Insurance, Oil and Gas, Real 

Property, 4state Planning, Trust, Tax and Probate Law, General Civil and Trial Practise 

in All State and Federal courts." 

Nothing about defending bagmen, wire-tappers, forgers or any other kind of 

Watergater on the supposed lam and in neAf a good lawyer. 

Among the firmb "representative clients" are some prestigeous corporations, IBM 

heading the list. 

Hunt hifi out with Jackson when the FBI had a 150-agent manhunt out for him, not 

the ememalzpazatisexasmzianma norm4 custom of a lawyer, who is an officer of the courts. 

Had Hunt not been a White House staffer had he been, say, a black or a Chicano or ane 

of those the FBI considers hippies, 	might have anticipated retribution. Le might also_e°  

have expected trouble from the bar association. The law does not generally look with 

tolerance upon or consider it no more than an act of compassion when one hI shelters 

a man it says it wants. 

Assuming that any spook or ex-spook (if there is such a thing) ever tells the 
gee") 

truth about his career -and Lunt didn't - there is remarkably little time for him and 

Jackson to have formed so lasting and dependable a friendship if Jackson was no more than 

a secret CIA agent of undesoribed specialty in Southeast Asia. While Hunt says in Who's. C. 

that he was a political adviser with the Far East Oraemend for the tears 

1952-4, as he admitted when Senator Baker read off part of a staff biography not 

included in its "witness statement" that Hunt was in Mexico all of 1952 and part of 1953, 

and for the rest of 1953 until 1957, when he moved to l'iontevideo, Nazi "your cover I= 

position was that of political adviser to the Defense Department in Latin America, 

Japan, Spain and several European countries."(9H3726) 

How this spook blood-brotherhood was formed is not apparent from the various 

accounts, all inadequate. One thing does seemtertainl if they are: truthful it was not in 

some dense Vietnamese jungle. 

This  whole business is more impenetrable than jungle because the official investigators 



3.G 3 Jackson insert 

simply didn't do their jobs. And so one is left to wonder whether the void in the Jackson 

biography until 1954, which exactly coincides with a similar void at a similar time with 

'''uckley, could further duplicate Buckley's history with hunt - in i.lexico. 

One is not left to wonder if aside from mksitockc his intelligence service, if Hunt 
or been provided 

did not really want a criminal lawyer, he could have found/a better one for corporate 

and banking matters, Jahlkson's legitimate specialties. 

Jackson had just the practise, just the experience, for a delicate negotiatiob 

over the ;lexicon laundry and with any Nexican Connection. 

And with the claim that he had been retained by both Hunt and Liddy, his mouth was 

latched unless each released him from his obligation, which neither was abol to do. 

That  was a good cover, retaining him as a lawyer when both were legitimate crim#als. 

extra m426 space 

eatly coinciding with Jackson's admitted trip to lexica uil top 4 fols 



lieectri-rwietiFtliq--10443 is evidence taken by the Senate Judiciary Committee months 
beginning February 28, 1973, before the Watergate committee held its first hearings, 

and published with the title R Louis Patrick Uray. These are the "ray confirmation 

hearings. The Watergate comeittee ignored this evidence. 

The FBI did. not interview Ogarrio until July 10. They interviewed him again the 

next day. (p.52) Or, there was plenty of time for someone to reach Ogarrio and prime him 
with a cover story. The Hunt-Jackson trip is a lazsiiiiity possible occasion for it. 

If the Watergate committee read the newspapers, if not FBI reports, it knew that 

the 53 serially-numbered 5100 bill 3iEsami..getd- would be and were traced by the FBI. It 

was an easy, one-day task, requiring only going to Barker's bank, also an easy task for 

the rliami FBI. In one working day the deposit of the Ogarrio checks was known. 

And what the FBI knew was leaked immediately to the White House. Gray testified to 	- 
it. tean was the first of a long series of witnesses who so informed the Watergate committee* 
But even if nobody told the "hite House and even if nobody told hunt, once he knew the bills 

had been taken by the police he knew from his own espionage experience that complete 

identification was a simple police task. 

Jackson insiglead of Miami Whether or not there is any connection, Hunt's trip to )]/coincides with the 
knowledge in Washington that the money had been traced. The Poet kai learned of it June 

has a paragraph quoting 21. at the latest because the next morning's paper quilt= unidentified "Eiami!Wfederal 
sources" as having traced the money to Barker's Republic National Bank account. 

The coincidences in time do not end here. his is also the precise time the White 
House, including Nixon personally, gave orders to the CIA and used the CIA as its 

messengealto the FBI not to investigate in Mexico because it would disclose "national 

security" CIA operations.Denial of this by the Director of Central Intelligence and his 

deputy did not deter Nixon or his assistant% of whom Ehrlichman was his ramrod on this. 
,by Gray It was testified to before the Watergate committee by all three/and by others. 

This provides ofilpemits only two alternatives: Ninon knew what the CIA did not or 

he was engaged in an immediate and monstrous obstruction of juPice in which the intevaty 
of the nations intelligence service meant nothing to him. 
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In considering these alternatives aside from the immediately foregoing a number of 

facts should be kept in mind. There are the "ixon-Cushman-Hunt connections and the Nixon-

Walters connection of the past. If nobody else in the White House knew it - and because 

he was in charge of their work it is likely Ehrlichman did- all the Cubans had CIA 

pasts, as did Hunt and McCord. Of all the people involved, Liddy alone had no CIA past. 

There are also the kullen-CIA existing and long-time relationship and the close Mullen/ 

Bennett White House connection, ..hich means the White House knew what %lien and Bennett 

did and knew it promptly. Hunt also knew this, as he did all about his own crew and their 

operations/ as well as all about himself. Hunt was in touch with the White house about 

4 a.m. June 17, which is as fast as possible, was tack in his White House office at 
.4-04)  

about that time, an 	 telephonic and indirect contact, was there in person 	'444. 

on June 19. It is a safe assumption that his hazardous une 19 visit, which followed the 
• 

FBI's attempt to interview him on the 17th and Szulc's warning on the 18th was not for 

social purposes. 

Unfortunately, the Watergate comhlttee did not question him about all he did at 

the White "ouse that day or ARID( why he really went there at all. 

On the surface, whether or not germaine, there is an enormous CIA involvement 

in all Watergate aspects and in other Nixon/Hunt operations that became public knowledge 

only long after the initial arrests. 

The language of ' neral Walters' memo to Pat Uray of 
e 
 uly 6 tends to tie all of this 

_,-----; 
VN.*b 	together ev more, 	toe ljaingite the possibility of 214 iH±RIEltili actual or involuntary  

---- 	 s--- - 

...--- 	
-----"- -- Ciele-iliVolvement. 

Butt separating the suspicious from the reql is complicated because the investiga-

tions were super-spectacular whitewashes, as the Mexican connection iLustrates. Then 
Nixon's 

there is tkm personal character and that of his White House and his administration, 

which tend to the paranoid, are characterized by secrecy and base priotitym on personal 

loyalty and dedication to authoritarianism - a conspiratorial gang for whom normal 

behaviorx was largely immoral, unethical, politically and philosophically 7AI-1Na-wrong 

when it did not cross over into overt illegality. They had something to hide, as did the 
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Republican Party and Nixon's personal creature, CREEP. It dignifies the word to describe'-"+ 

Pat Gray as Nixon's lackey; and the FBI has learned that cottoning to the administration . Nit 	its  

in power is no deterrent to success and promotions and is a way t8 avoiding difficulties. 

And the CIA is so seemingly pointlessly secret that,until its complicity in these scandals 

was public knowledge and the directorship changed from a career man7 the road leading to 

its well-known main building in suburban Wqshington, on the south short, of the Potomac 

near McLean, bore a fake iddntification although there was no secret at all about its 

well publicized location. 

Secrecy as a way of life with the CIA is not as silly as it may seem. If it regards 

everything as secret it is able to hide the innocent that can ledd to what is not innocent. 

It protects itself against the consequences of its own sins. In The Watergate these sins -7 - - 

were ethically and morally wrong and were illegal. In turn this led to serious personal 

crimes that went uncharged and were officially mmutxxximx whitewashed. The official 

hiding of the CIA's transgressions against law and society cross over into so many - 

really all - official investigations, had those in charge cimaktaarixteDgcsa -ta=ieecr 

conspired to protect itUt_resAlIcou}1 not have been more effectiveAgainst retribution4-1. 

An illustration of t:e seemingly pointless secrecy is the ease-with which some of 

the masking in that Walter5to Gray memo of July 9 can be filled in without thorough 

investigation and in some instances with a high degree of certainty. This secretiveness, 

superficially justified as the protection of sources or agents, termed "assets",talw 

(examintioDreiii1;7d=cIPheredl Why, then did the CIA hide what could be filled in with--  

such ease. by any intelligence service? It did the same thing with the names of employees. 

There is an obvious explanation: to cover the non-investigation of itsself. To make it pos- 

sible for the Watergate committee to whitewash without dirtying its own face. 

When it works out this well there need b3C-no actual conspiracy. The result is the same. 

And there is x less risk. 

As an illustration of how the committee whitewashed, there is the questioning of Hunt 
by ink= Senator Howard isaker, Nixon's unappreciated and unofficial representative as 

vice chairman agonizing in a quest for truth. He was tracing Hunt's background, he said 



7 
from °Mite "The resume the staff has supplied me."(9j3725 Among the factual errors or 

deliberate covering up (9H3726) is that Hunt's "activities" subsequent to his being 

"personal assiatan&to CIA Director Alien W. Dullec') which followed 19 months of assignment , 

to the Bay of Pigs "are not entirely known;" 4returned to Washington t, in 1968;"Mith 

RaiLl6A1.9.74Aillia;-silige,pRiiident of the Robert R. ',lull= & Co., where you continued, 

1:1646'Laiiati1Agtiii.X.be ame a White House 

"you were in Mexico City from 1953 to 1956" and "moved to Mexico City" as part of his 

Bay of Pigs preparations. Baker omitted Hunt's last assignement there as acting station 

*chief in 19634 and his being in Mexico during the CIA 's overthrowing of the elected 

Guatemalan government. 

Now with the name Ogarrio known to Baker and with the interest the comiAttee 
large sums of 

supposedly had in this shenanigan* with/campaign secret if not illegal funds and their 
47f7g-''z7g-"--4-"T""""*-  entirely illegal use and the whole affair, would not this have been an ideal place to. -.. 

ask hunt if he had ever known Ogarrio or if he had had any direct or indirect association 

or contact with him at any time or did he know anyone who knew Ogarrio? 

There is not even the sugestion of this kind of obvious question. Nor was there 

any public questioning of the omission. 

Magnifying this suppression is the language of Walter'? duly 6,1972 letter to Pat 

Gray, two of the numbered paragraphs in particular. Note the bracketing of both Ogarrio 

and Dahlberg in the single paragrpah, as a single subject, and the use of key limiting 

words that qualify the meaning into possible meaninglessness: 

The CIA does not say Ogarrio "has not had any contact with this Agency." 

inserting the mad limitation "operational" ad it says only that Ogarrio has never been 

a spy for it. In fact, the insertion as much as said that Ogarrio had other than-v  
"operaillopp contact" or what is described in the other paragrpah as an "asset." • 



What was called for was an unequivocal statement that there had never been any 

CIA-Ogarrio association of any kind, period. In the absence of it this unequivocal 

statement, there is a reasonable presumption it could not be made and that in fact 

Ogarrio was an "asset." 

The same is true of thelanguage about Dahlberg. it does not say the CIA's "last 

contact" with him was in May 1961. Injecting the limitation"recorded" at least suggest$ 

unrcorded contacts. At best it is equivocal and less than an absolute denial of association. 

The other paragraph is: 

inlizti all the blanks referring to the "Compnay" is childishly may.) 
There are 18 typing spaces whited out. with proper spacing this exactly fits 

"Robert R. Mullen" Each of the short spaces exactly accomodates "Mullen," 

Because there wa no real investigation and because Mullen was not about to break down 

and confess all, witness the toruble Bennett went to in his BieDepartment of bisinformation 

operation, all the clients of the Mullen company are not known. However, there is one 

that is known whose name exactly fits the blank spaces, General Foods. 

(Mullen has a totally ignored "European affiliate" named "Interprogress," with which 
(Post 10/8/72) it is "trying to increase trade behind the Iron Curtain,"/a description that exactly 

fits much earlier Andreas] operations, po-eet,e4-publicly reported 
firs an unsuccessful endeavor by Dwayne Andreas under the Eislanhower administration agil  
Nixon and re-hating Vice Presidenta(Chi Sun-Times 1/14/74) Interprogress fits in space 
but not in sense.) 



retained ie 
And it just so happens that the same Michael 'ouglas Caddy, whToliTiTrInei in an 

for $8,500, cash in advance, 
emergency/to represent the five arrested and would not accept to represent him was his 	) 

on  friend and associate in the mullen company" hiexonirmezmatexz on in special projects is 
Michael Douglas Caddy who yr- represented 

andzat the same iiMMXICKR tkm General Foods mmineememtkrtime in kullen. 

General Foods fit in sense as it does in space in the CIA's hiding of names in 

this letter. With the spaces filled in this paragroah reads: 

"3. In two memoranda on 21 :June we informed you of our relationship eith the 
Robert R. Mullen. Compaey and of our relationship with the General Foods corporation. 
The utilization of the Robert R. Mullen Company dates back to 'J une 1965. Mr. Mullen has 
provided certain sensitive cover support overseas for Agency personnel. In addition, 
mr. Mullen was involved in the formation of the Cuban Freedom committee - - an activity 
terminated several years ago. As of May 1, 1970, Mr. Everette Howard Hunt, who had just 
retired from the Agency, became a legitimate employee of Mr. Mullen. In July 1971 Mr. Hunt 
informed the Agency he had just been assigned to the.  White House Staff but continued to 
devote part of his time to the Company. The General Foods Corporation is a client of the 
Mullen Company. General Foods is providing certain cover support to two Agency assets 
overseas. Over the years sixteen officials of General Foods have been cle ared on 
certain aspects of our interests. They hateenot been informed of our use of the General 
Foods Company. Also, on 21 une, in response to verbal request of June 20, we informed you 
that a check of ow• records disclosed no record of Agency involvement with the Association 
of -"ational Advertisers or the words " ". 

How many "words"will fit in three spaces is a mystery we can dispense with, as 
we perforce must with the association, despite itseinclu6ion in a paragryph mixximmiax 
so rich in content if the b4nks have been filled in even partly accurately. It is, of 
course, possible that another or other Mullen clients can fit some of the space and sense. 

From the op ullen has been a CIAbfront from 1965, which just coincides with 

Hunt's use of the Littauer be Wilkinson address and that, in turn, coincides with the 

killing of the first prospect for the first book on the Warren Commission and the first 

to suggest that Lee Harevy Oswald had intelligence connections. 

In saying that the amixkimarimmlismat first day of his retirement from CIA Hunt 

became a "legitimate" employee is to confirm my own investigation, which showed him to 

be using a Mullen cover when he was a CIA employee. 

This also says that the FBI had reason to have suspicions from the first instant - 
r:Pii he,  10 0.42-i 

note the dates of requests and reeponses - and that from the first there was no FBI 

innocence. 

That Hunt had been "assigned" to work at the White House suggests by mullen, not ' 

merely as a consultant paid for the time he worked there by the white House only. If 

true, this makes sense of the little time for which Hunt charged the Ahite house while he 

was spending Virtually full time working for 4.xon. 

• - 



The rest says that the two companies are long-time spookeries. 

Hunt would have known all of this if Nixon and/or others in the white House had 
claimed, 

no knowledge of any of it. So, wh,:ther or not it relates to "exico, as Nixon six 

there is a basis for his having said that investigation in Mexico would disclose 

"mational security" information. un its part, in limiting what it said to the laundering 

of the clandestine money, the CIA denied no more than investigating it would expose 

current CIA operations. In his testimony Helms limited this to the bay of rigs, was 

permitted to by not being questioned at all, and took the position that was all public 

and liquidated. (8H3238) 

There are other Mexican connections that belong in a different context. There is no 

reason to assume they were not known to Nixon and/or the White House top staff. 

Pat Gray gave the FBI's explanation of not tracing the Mesican connection and super- 

ficially he had a le 'timate explanation: the CIA asked him Ulighfqf/in order not to 8H3237f' etc.) 
expose its operations. Helre/ d Cus u  gin turn, testified to doing this against their 

better judgement because "hrlichman leaned on them and they feared, as "elms put it, ( 
(8H3238  

that with the White House's sources, it just might know what he didn't. insert citations 

There is however, a big flaw in this. Ehrlichman did not lean on Helms and Walters Q\AG1 midd z 	20409111V 
until June 23, (at least two days after the FBI knew about the Ogarrio checks. L_H3404,1 

Before then the FBI should have completed its tracing and have conducted at least 

one interview with Ogarrio and officials of the ;Aanco Internacionale, which would have 

been convenient because they are both in the same buldingJ on Paseo de la Reforma. 

If not interviewing Ogarrio until 4u1Sr 2 10 can be explained at all it is in 

terms of FBI negligence or apprehension over what it knew without conducting any 
Walters 

investigation, not to Helms directing Wil*or,s to do Nixon's bidding as mem ordered by for the first time 
Ehrlichman/on June 23. 

Not until the day before did Gray develop any worries. In response to his call t 

elms Helms told him "he had been meeting on this every day with his men, that they 

kndw the people, that they could not figure it out but that there was no CIA involvement." 
(emphasis added, 9H3451) 
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So aany forces were pulling against each other, so many new ones had exerted themselves 

by the summertime hearing of the Senate Watergate committee, perhaps the least influenced 

version is that General Waltersiout into a memorandum FOR 	RECORD he wrote J une 28,2972: 

itimiik MINI 

• at this ',it" 

.• liaidernap 	 upgin ai as: It- :tor Dem 
!hat the Watergate .Apa rtznerttv h 

a tat 	r10: et} encl. this Dern4;:rats.  savers'. Lryl L%aipa esiaxt 
The 17131 hal hetet caned in anti 164)1 lave atigatitng Oa* meat:4 
The iiivr3tigatteln wit* learl.ing tc. • 1ct of -iriptxrtaase pectple * 

;:tm.1141 	tvotel, . Fie n-skt 1 whit the tznaat.Pealt writS the 
' .6.tctrAt',"Nrari 	ITi.rector 7epeittati that then' wg,6 nova, 

c-,at 	.-d-rdir ;vas gLItting amber:2,51112g 
IL 	 that Wilterel call oak Actirtg rat 	. i- 

Cir.ty itliii . .eit4123/4t. to titan !het: 
4.-T.'7r1 	 t:tit 	_ ei!otttc, tic nufficlo-nt - aad 	'7/  

1 

	

	 ;-ratE!trIer,,, dapectailf 
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From the available accounts the idea and the pressure are Nixon's and in his name. 

BY the time he was in real trouble Nixon took full responsibility for the suppression\ \ 

of the investigation 49 his statement of May 22,1973. Hetth4npresented his interference 

with the necessary investigation as his dedication to the hi high responsibilities he 

hed, passed over his Director of Central Intelligence as thougi. he 4irear were ingorant of 

his business and the facts thereof,and when it no longer made any difference, admitted an 

"error" in the interest of "national security" and then said that in order to protect this 

"national security," Instructed Mr. rialdeman and lir. Ehrlichman to ensure that the 

investigation of the break-in not expose either an unrelated covert operation of the CIA." 

this part if is often recalled in news stories. The words imipe4ately following are not, 

"Or the activities of the White House investigative unit." (Post 5/23/73) This(  or  

slumbers was the aunt-Liddy gang. 

But at no time in any forum did Nixon or anyone speaking gor him in any way even suggest 
Nixon's specific and direct 

that there was a real basis for Aspeefic ordering of no investigation in Mexico or 

any even unreasonable basis for his assuming that his Director of the CIA didn't know his 

busiess, to which he had devoted his life, or what his Agency was up to. Or that those inside 

CIA from whom Helms got his information didn't know what they were talking about or lied to him. 

To put this bluntly, Nixon had no reason for ordering that there be no investigation 

in Mesico of his secret funds that his p,.cple used ille 
	

his interest. 

With anyone else this would have been criminal, obstructing justice. With him it 

was obstructing justice, whether or not it was indictable. 

What he did was wait almost a year, until he knew tam his uppression of the initial 

investigation was about to spread out on the public record and
4 
 televiied coast to coast. 

Just before that could happen he reootted to a hackneyed public-relations trick. he gave 

his own distorted version, twisted to make him the hero rIfiher than the Villain. 

Unce he got away tt with this he should have been confident that he could rape the 

Statute of 'Lliberty, claim it was in the public interest, and expect to be hailed as a hero, 

Nixon knew it would out because the Senate Armed Service5comittee, chaired by a very 

pro-dIA-pro-Helms Senator, Stuart 'ymingtonof Lissouri, had already held a secret hearing, 

"-:•••• 
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Secret, that is, until th Lashingtom Post story of May 5, 1973 beAn with complete 

accuracy, "Three of President Nixon's highest-ranking White House aides sought to persuade 

the Sentral Intelligence Agency to call off - on national security grounds - an FBI 

investigation into the Watergate scandal's "Mexican Connection." 

It is not easy for anyone to speak of a President whose ethical, moral and legal 

edencies are without equal astLese2ile an ordinary citizen e would be addressed So 

instead his speech was followed by the most detailed leaks of the most releveant parts of 

a series of CIA memos all of which called him a liar and a deliberate obstructor of 
cYointedly apdropriate excerpts from 

jus ice without using any such language. Virtually all the secret CIA memos on the Nixon.  

operation of 6:unde ing the hexican laundry appeared in the Post of June 3 under two 4ines 

o±) headlines readinglexican Connection Conflicts" and "White House Intervention in 'robe_r„,. 

\ .Unexplained*"  

L,t4aleaks  started and became widespread;)  he lead Washington Post story of the day of this 

Nixon self-justification, with a banner headline reading"Bison's name Said Used in 

Cower-Up" is described in the sub-head, "CIA Aide's Memo Disclosed on 



The real story of that mysterious .1589,000 in hiduen Nixon money that was converted 

into part of the secret sta0h of about a quarter of a million dollars in cash with whicht 

all these criminal act5were financed reads like a combination of E. Howard Hunt's spy 
and 

novei4 Rachel Carson, with a touch of Meyer Lansky. Enmeshed in the many subplots are 

corporate air and water polluters, private corporate jet planes with a brawny man riding 

shotgun, suitcases and attachet cases of money, federal lawsuits never filed and more 

coincidenees involving Watergate figures and the same klullen Agency and Robert Foster 

Bennett. 

It begins with a Earch fund-raising trip to texas by the then-respected Nixon former`"'-  

Secretary of Commerce who was chairman of the Finance Corn'ittee to Re-Elect the President. 
- • - 

Stens set a record for collectinc secret funds that were nevereaccounted for despige 
ee 

"clean" campaign laws and finally were partially accounted for by a handwritten list 

in the sole possession of Nixon's long-time secretary Rose wary Woods, 

As the CREEPS interpreted the law, they didn't have to account for money received 

by April 7, 

et4,4--c1"1- 
Now it just happens that -amount the evidence siezed by the police when thelsearched 

the Cubans/ xammaxatxtiamxitataxgmtaxwas a Nexican visa Frank Fiorini/Stugtis goti. 

had. It was made out in the name of Edward J. Hamilton, a false identity made out for 

Hunt by the CIA as part of a series of _egal favors arranged through Cushman by Ehrlich- 

man the year before. NYT 624 	
7-1,4  (4.1, 	trr if iwytt citi-k.vatv,,2,„ 7 

Once all this hanky-panky with cash became known, there was Congressional jurisdiction 

vested in the House Banking and Currency Committee, of which Wright Patman, also of 

Texas, was chairman. Be started an investigation the successful aborting of which became 

a major Nixon lobbying effort on Capitol Hill. The secret documents of this heavy-handed 

pressure were finally obtained by the Senate Watergate committee. Before Nixon's suc-

cess in ending the Patman investigation, .thich was made possible by the desertion of some 

of the i)emocratic members to join the solid Republican minority, 2atman's staff prepared 

a Preliminary report, a copy of which I have. They were not permitted to file it as an 

14 
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official House report. 

There were really two such reports, mimeographed rather than printed. The firstn-

dated September 12, the second sent to all comlidttee members by Patman with a covering 

letter of October 31, 1972/. In distributing this second report, Tatman called special 

attention to its contents not directly related to the Mexican Connection, that Dwayne 

Andreas km whose $25,000 was converted into Watergate $100 kills, received a kiii.esota 

bank charter under exceptional conditions and with some speed. 	 if) 

Prior to the organizationia .1EiaTibia-GREEPfun -raising group in Texa and after!1/4 

Stens' iaisit there, William Liedtke, preA44ent of the thhsOil Corporation, headed a band 

of wealthy Texans who rushed into a collection of this/to-be-unaccounted-for money that 

had to be Iin Washington by April 7, the day after t e"Hamilton" visa expired. Apttbek-
dated April 4, 

April 6 is the day after the Ogarrio checks,reached •.uston, x 

Rixon'9 official Texas fund-raiser was Robert lien, president of Gulf Resources 

and Chemicals Cott any, also in Houston. Allen told Liedtke he could "raise United States 

money in Mexico" for the campaign. Prudently, as uming Stens to be an honorable and in-

formed man. Liedtke checked this with him by p •ne April 3 and received the proper 

assurances of legality. 

Two days later, on April 5, a large 	ch carried by a messenger appeared in 

146dtkets office. Roy Winchester, 	 ce president for public relations was there 
1 i44 in at a 44.4.* visq,.46-xix 	—4-44. 	14(1- when the contents were dumped onto a table. 2 AA/146, jii-t4140,4.itum 	E  7 J6961—  C1/24-7 2--  

'2hie wau the first appearance in the United States of the Banco Internacional° 	- • - 

(-----ThatioInterznalschecks dated April 4, issued tm and endorsed in the name of !Manuel Ogarrio 

Daguerre. They were for $15,000, $2 $18,000, $24,000, and $23,000. Also with these 

checks wa kx110 in $10110 °Jnited States bills. 

The messenger left, this $100,000 in checks and cash was added to the horde already 

collected, $.55040900- $550,000 in checks and another 6150,000 in cash. The R entire haul 

was packed into a suitcase and Anchester set off for the Houston airport, where a 

Ear oil private jet awaited him. Riding Guarding W$4h Winchester was l'eter l''ark, another 

Penzoil. employee. Lietdke described him as "young and / strong" and his job to ride 

"shotgun." 
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It was late at night when they reached ..shington, but it was 36 hours before 

Sterns' secrecy deadline, the expiration of the time in which he believed he could hide 

the sources and amounts of secret Nixon campaign funds, They went directly to CP',7,w.? 
Threasurer 

offices. There/Hugh Sloan, Jr., one o: the first of the top officials to cop a plea 

rather than stand trial, awaited them, 	M/7"-  

When Allen told Liedtke that he could "raise United States money in Mexico" Allen 

knew what he was talking about. That 1100,000 came from his own Gulf "esources and Chemicals 
(- 

Company.account in the First City National Bank, 

Again there are these remarkable "coincidences" in the raising of the close to 

860,000,000 to re-elect Nixon, 4olf Aesources has a mining subsidiary* And it was in 

deep trouble, with prosecution asked for and overdue, 

The major Gulf Resources sibsidiary ibthe Bunker Hill Company, which mined lead and 

zinc at Kellogg, Idaho.Its 1971 sales were so, i.86,000 (Post 10/6/72) 
Just five days before this heavy secret cxx international money laundering started, 

on March 29, g 1972, the *300DEnvironmental Protection Agency notified bunker Hill of the 
imposition of stringent anti-pollution regulations* 

Leonard A, Eiller, EPA's director of enforcement for the Northwestern statel which 

includes Idaho, described Bunker Hill as "one of the most significant polluters in the 

area." It produced 93 percent of all the lead and zinc found in the Coeur d'Alene River, 

killer used three "verys" to describe the amount of toxicity Bunker Hill spewed into 

the river each day. "e said it was killing all the fish and making the water dangerous 

for drinking, The river was about to become a biological desert. (Post 10/6/72) 

Once this contribution to Nixon was made Bunker Hill, meaning Gulf ResourSes, ztaxiid 

found what for it was relief from EPA la-essures„ The threatened stiffer air-pollution stan- 

dards were not imposed and the decision to sue over water pollution was reversed" .- -- 
— - 

Stans had an unerring instinct for corporations with federal troubles. The corporations 

hakunerring instincts for the avoidance of federal prosecutions. 

Of course there was no c section between the Avril harch 29 notice to Gulf Roweeau 
4ht4i-  wi2 14ft11 

and its April 3 	la of ,ii100,000 in corporate funds to Its the account of its 



That Slaon gave the check to Liddy for laundering was known long; IK,..fore he testified 

to it. (Los iLngeles Times 10/25/72) 
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The number of this account, in the Ilane Internationacional, i3 99-600 

_ - — 

no longer existing Mexican subsidiary, Compania de Azufre Veracruz, Sociedad Anonima. 

The demise of this attrporatio 

took a tax write-off of $16,800,000 or it, according to Securities and Exchange Coeite-asi-on. 

records. However, the inactive Mexican subsidiary kept a few people in Mexico City to 

handle financial transactions. 

Its lawyer imattm for at least a decade and the man who handled the ending of the 

Mexican subsidiary? Manuel Ogarrio Daguerre. 

The $100,000 was listed on corporate books as a "legal fee" to him. 

"Inflated legal fees," the Nixon-stifled Patman report coements, is "in keeping with 
foreign 

the pattern" it "uncovered during" that committee's "investigation of secret/bank 

acciunts in 1966..70." ($ p.6) end tracing in this case was impeded by Stabs' 

destruction of all his"records concerning a $350,000 cash fund" of contributions 

, In 
received by April 7. (p. 77) Aix August n, 1972, the General Accounting Office included 

Ogarrio was not just a name, a hired lawyer in a ftheeign land)tatcAllen. He had 

known Ogarrio "personally for many years." (Mimes 8/23/72) 

When the -story broke it made quite a commotion in Mexico City as it did in the 

United States. The United States Embassy in Mexico City, where hunt had served CIA so 

long under a diplomatic cloak, found itself "in a ticklish position," a 'ter,ican. 

Mexico City investigative reporter friend told me. This reportephad been told by a 

confidential Embassy source "that they were told to pretend the whole thing never happened 

and they know nothing about it." (My notes 6/24/72 

the destruction of the records of the contributions tu sking up this $350,000 and how it 

sas spent as one o a 11)apparent law violations. (Post 8/27/72) 

Ogarrio had nothing to do with the whole affair*  either, according to his son and 

partner, Alejandro, in an interview with The New York Times' Walter Rugaber, published 
ti 

July 31,1972. Ogarrio senior was described as in "delicate health, and retired. 
American and Mexican 

Hehad specialized in represent' - corporations. as an expert on the complex and 

strict Mexican labor laws. WiNX Until his retirement, which was the monihNbefore, fitgamix 

the Ogarrio firm had its offices on the 18th floor of the building at 156 Paseo de la 

December, 1969, was profitable for Cult' Resources,-It--- 
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Reforma in which Banco Internacional had its administrative offices and a branch. 

much 
Paseo de la Feforna is a menalong street, a major artery that runs through meet 

deal of the center of liexico City. 

he-nedorsement  an  the checks 

The checks are made out to "Sr. l'ianuel Ogarrio." They are endorsed twice, in typed, 
with 

italicized capital letters, "Sr. Manuel Ogarrio D." and in an illegible signature. Alejandro 

acknowledged that this seemed to be his father but he insisted that neither he nor his 

father had seen the checks and that the number written on the backs, apparently an account 

number,"99-02610-6" is not that of their account. He said that neither he nor his father 

had an account in that bank and that this number was not theirs. He also said they had not 

represented the bank in legal matters. Nor was the scrawl his father's signature, he seid. 

The numbers might provide a definitive answer to the kaiestion whose checks are these 

if not Ogarriol , but in the two years of supposed investigations that followed there 

was no evidence of either interest or investigation. For this there has to be a good reason. 

The denials by Alejandro are less than definitive, made easier by his acting as his 

father's spokesman but able to speak from his own knowledge only. ne denied knowing Hunt, 

Liddy or Barker. Barker's cover story when the checks were first connected with his Miami 

account inixiithmi in which they were deposited April 20 is that the funds were those of 

businessmen acting for unnamed Chileans in a condominium deal that fell apart. 

d fr 
Alejandro Ogarrio denied they had ever acts 	any ''hileans nationals in any matters, 

including real-estate transactions. de denied knowing or dealing with Hunt. 

But where the denials fall far short of what needs to be known is could the father 

honestly say these things about himself, that he had never known any of the figures in_ . 

the case? (There had been no mention of SturgiOlorini or "Hamilton.") 

Is it that the prominent father had never met hunt or anyone working under or with 	_ 

him when Hunt spooked around Hexico and in the circles of society to which he was attracted 

as a recognized Embassy official? 

Could it be that the elder Ogarrio never knew or met or ktsfrtranything to do with 

anyone connected with CIA, an agent or an "asset?" Had h1nrhimself been such an asset? 
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These denials are missing. And the CIA's official denial is only that Ogarrio had no 

"operational" connection, quoting General WalteiYJ report to Pat Gray. 

The absence of these denials provokes wonder. 

The absence of police identification of the typewriter, the handwriting and easiest 

to check of all, the account number, is an obvious if unreported departure from the 

minimum norms of any police investigation. 

When to this is added the careful limitations of Walters' language and,aside from 
election-law 

questions of Mexican law, two criminallinvestihations by United States authorities 
there were 

(federal and state) plus all the official W tergate Congressional investigations filaz 
continuous 
tits' criminal Watergate prosecutions, the first of which did not reach court until 1973, 

/here has to be suspicion. 

The absence of any investigation of theaVelkiam trip of former CIA clandestine 

operator Jackson to Mexico, whether or not Hunt went with him, has to add to justified 

suspicion about the reasons for all these omissions. 

Whether or not Hunt's visa in the name of Hamilton, the false identity created for 

him when h was working for Nixon and good as long as the CREEP excuse for hiding its 

secret funds was in its opinion good, has any bearing on this Mexican Connection should 

have been investigated. Hunt was not even asked pro forma questions about it. 

Resolution of the questions of liexican law‘a-gnify these suspicion 

   

greatl While 

the investigation required would seem to be a simple one that with diligence might be 

completed in a day or less, it took almost a year. After this great labor, Attorney 

General Pedro Ojedo Prix9x111.  Paullada announced on dune 14, 1973,"My office has conducted 

an investigation of a Mexican lawyer named Manuel Ogarrio Daguerre, cited as the contact 

for the alleged shipment of money" to The Watergate conspirators. "The operation was just 

a transfer of funds from one American firm to another merican firm through a Mexican 

lawyer, and it is clear this is no case of espionage in Mexico." (AP in SFChron 6/15/73) 

This was a "case of espionage?" 

"Transfer of funds" between two"American 2imism firms" and the second one is never 

named in the United States, where corporate political contributions are illegal? 
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(The return of the immtx money to Gulf Resources did not make the original contribution 

or the entire manner in which it was handled less criminal.) 

tr to 20 	Does the language "no case of espionage in Mexico" mean there might be in the United States- 

knd if this "transfer" was "through a "exican lawyer" is not the Mexican District 

attorney confirming that the bank drafts really were Ogarrio's? 

What, then,about all Alejandro's other denials and the refusal of the elder Ogarrio 

to speak in his own name? 

Manuel Ogarrio's "delicate" health, even if terminal illness, was not enough for him 

to refuse to make definitive answers to complete questions when his honory professional 

reputation and the magnitude of the scandal are considered. There are` either complete 

questions nor dn • itive answers, except for the obvious meaning of the official Mexican 4 

investigation, that Ugarrto really was the middle-man in the 14exican Connection. 

And rather than relieving these suspicions, Nixon's words and deed magnify them 

still further. Either he was engaged in a monstrous obstruction of justice or he had some 

justification for his "national security" fears involving the CIA. 

Two weeks before the report on the Mexican investigation were announced, there was 

one by the United States Senate. These are agrolAp excerpts from The Nei` York Times  

report on the secret hearing, written by David E. Rosenbaum and published May 31,1973, 

which was after the first public hearing of the Watergate committee on May 17: 

Lil-attached copy, using parts marked in red onl-, wit' Jtt-  falowing each omission 
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Despit iixon and Ehrlichman's by now well-established lack of concern for 
Nixon s 	 by his boyos 

and fact, (f4) seeming attempt to dumpithe breaki-in/ n the CIA/ while absolutely 

does not mean there could not have been any CIA involvement. 

Yet Ehrlichmun's testimony is not without problems for Nixon and Ehrlichman. 

As we have seen, "Federal agents" were onto the Mexican Connection's kexican 

laundering of Nixon's secret money before "six days after" the break-in. 

The date of the first pressure on CIA is disputed by the CIA people, who place it 

earlier. 

It was not "about 10 days later" that Nixon learned for the first time "that there 

was no CIA operation in Mexico th4t would be imperilled by the F.B.I. investigation" 

but as soon as He1m9, accompanied by Walters, met in Ehrlichman's office with Haldeman 

and Ehrlichman. -"elms told them then that he had had an investigation made and there was 

no CIA connection. 

Gray had been told the same thing before then. 

klutxxx Aegardless of the legitimacy or lack of legitimacy of Nixon's professed 

concern, his forcing a halt to the FBI investigation did provide the time to get the 

word to "exico. Hunt's disappearance, with what could be a cover, of taking counsel with 

Jackson and is a cover, to escape the "harassment" of the press, coincides with the 

time in which this wantd-would have to reach the right ears in Aexico. When the time caie 

for denials, they were made, with the Ogarricfs denying any involvement only to have the 

District Attorney say later tkarmanium they were involved. Teis 	ious time also permitted 

the fabrication of other covers and the destruction of those records that could be destroyed. 

Nixon'a warning about "covering up for...subordinates" is & fascinating way to 

put it when4one of his subordinate Hunt% until-now unreported connections is evaluated. 

ihose, if any)"current operations" would be disclosed by a real investigation? 

Or is it possible that the operations of more than one might be exposed - Nixon's and 

CIA's? 

Remember that Walters report to dray, in which he brackeded in a single paragrap only 

these two clandestine contributions to Nixon of all the millions that were mad46 the-mbetit 
described 

paragroah in-lohien he identified Ogarrio as not having ka h "had any operationai*- 

. - • 
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contact" with the CIA and Dahlberg's "last recorded contact" with it in the month after,_ 

the Nixon/Hunt/CIA Bay of Pigs? Without giving Gray its address, Walters did tell him thkzt` 

-wig Ogarri4 Lind Banco, Internacional had "offices located in the same building."( 

Why not give the address and save the overworked EBI all that time later? And  

then the filled-in blanks in the "sanitized" third paragrpph, which "certain cover support" 
Mullen 

is being provided for CIA operations abroad? At least by kullen and also by a/client 

that could be General Foods? This is the same paragrpah that says hunt "became a legitimate 

employee of Mr. Mullen" the minute he retirad from CIA and then had "been assiEned to the 

White House staff" while continuing with "ullen? 

My own investigation of what so many reporters refused to investigate missed ( 	 ; 
_..„.....:: seventh-floor 	 ------ 	.: 	.._  

Mullen had 4/Paseo de la geforma operation, too. Earl Minderman shuttled between 

Washington and it. 

When Minderman was not in Washington, in the absence of specific instructions to the 

contrary, the instructions inside the Washington operation were to refer his calls to the 

Paseo de la Aeforma office. 

Some Mexican Connection - not to be investigated, this combination! 

1 
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There was a WashingtOn phone_listin„; for Earl Iiinderman, at 5010 James on Road, Chevy 

Chase, oiu of the better l'iaryland suburbs in the Northwest, 229AW232zx 229-6232. 

It is a good number. 

Only no longer that of Earl 4inderman. 

Mrs. Bettie N. Flick, widow of a civil engineer, has that phone now, at the same aprT. 

Beginning when The Watergate became a national scandal there is no Washington 

area phone listing for Millen's special shuttling Mexican Connection, Earl b;iinderman. 

( 



to 
There is anx intriLLuing footnote/if not comentary one  all of this from the 

exponent of the who knew what when and what did he do about it department, senator 

Howard Jaker. (9H3730). After questioning Hunt about Clifton De liotte, who according to 
err)  Bennett had derogatory information of Senator Edward, the last surviving of the Kenndy 

brothers and who Hunt had identified as " a contact and former employee" of Bennett, 

this followed: 

Why did Hunt have to ask his lawyer, Sidney S. Sachs, who did not kndW thelbotual  

answer, wiletehr whether he, Huntlknew anything about either "the Dahlberg vec checks Laic? 

or "the Mexican tilp-atuamiescsop-Ikwateer money?" 

The obvious answer is not for factual information but for legal advice. 

Then why did Hunt have to seek legal advice on so simple a question, even though if 

he answered "yes" to either part other questions would follow? 

The one certainty is that if the answer were "no" Hunt would have said "no" and that 

.ould have been the end of it. The probability is that Hunt feared going off the deep end. 

Baker; himself any" experienced lawyer, required no interpretations. 

He changed the subject, taking Hunt off the hook and avoiding any embarrting intelligence. 
This left unanswered and not again asked the question did Hunt "know anything...about 

the Mexican looney." 

If the hour was early for recessing, it was not a bit too soon for Hunt and his 

lawyer to request adjournment. 


